
附錄 1：Emory Essay 3—  M 
 
What do you expect to accomplish in the Goizueta Business School MBA program? How will 
your participation in the MBA program fit in with your experiences and responsibilities as 
well as your short and long—  term career goals? 
 
In my past working experience (there’s no length limitation, he needs to specify the length of 
work experience, and which specific period of experience is he talking about in this scenario), 
I have gained both business exposures from consulting projects and hands-on management 
experience from start-up company (this is way too broad, he needs to specify what kind of 
consulting project, is it a ERP project for a US$2MM-revenue IT company or a finance cash 
flow consulting project for a cell phone manufacturer company based in London? and what 
does he mean about management experience? Everyone can have different interpretation on 
this term.). In consulting projects, I obtained extensive opportunities (like… ? strategy conflict in 
executive board that needed to clarify, or budget allocation malfunction in channel 
management… etc.) to solve the management problems for different companies (which 
companies? Specify by names) by applying advanced management theories into practice (what 
specific theories applied? Geoffrey Moore’s Tornado Theory? Or the real-life benefit of 
Indirect Method on balance sheet). While in start-up company (specify the company name for 
credibility, in what revenue scale, what specific business model, in what location), I tried 
business operation myself by working in different functions (which specific functions did he 
actually proceed? Lean production process? Six sigma? Or just-in-time operation layout?), 
hiring and firing staffs (in what criteria and circumstance? What did he learn about the 
lessons? And what’s the relevance with Goizueta MBA?), and even setting up and closing 
branch office (how many branches did he actually set up and close? Anyone can claim the 
same skills if no credible evidence.). These experiences gave me a real picture of business and 
competition (about… ), and made me more mature and professional (in what way? Leadership? 
Critical thinking? Strategic business development?). But the more work I did, the more areas I 
found needed to be improved (Specify the areas. Finance analysis capabilities, marketing 
research skills, benchmarking business success… ). As a manager in Bearingpoint now (good 
specifying company name, need credible descriptions), I find increasing needs of applying 
systematic theories, frameworks and quantitative models to make the analysis and solutions more 
convincing (like… ). Meanwhile, I also accumulated many management problems in daily works 
and eager to seek answers (what problems? What fields of answers? Supply chain? Brand 
management? Customer relationship management?). In order to keep my career path moving 
forward (to… ? Specify the feasible directions and measurable objectives. Also need to specify 
the career evolvement logic), I strongly feel that I should go for an MBA program (why? What 
part of MBA? What exactly does MBA teach? And why Goizueta? Why not Harvard?) in 
developed countries (can go Canada or Japan) to improve my management knowledge and 
skills comprehensively. Meanwhile, I want to concentrate on a particular field such as marketing 
(why?), which I am most interested in and want to focus on in the future (in what part of 
marketing? Why marketing interests him? Because it can make product look fancy from 
marketing communication? Or because it can know deeper about customers through market 



research? And he’s fascinated by turning quantitative analysis into applicable execution 
plans.). 
 
After graduation from MBA program, my short-term goal is to continue my consulting career 
(why) in one of the best management consulting firms (with what bargaining chip? Why a 
consulting company will be willing to hire him, if he cannot explain himself clearly?) and 
focus on marketing areas (in what industry? FMCG? IT? In what regional market? North 
America? Eastern Asia? And why?). I also consider working in the marketing functions of a 
world’s top industry company (Ambiguous goals. So which way does he really committed to?). 
But specialize in marketing does not mean to narrow my field of vision just in this area (this 
statement may be exposing his weakness of limited knowledge about marketing. Marketing 
can be extremely huge that most of marketing gurus devoted their whole lives to). I need 
broad knowledge in management (specify the fields), financial analysis etc (financial analysis 
can be one field, while there’re hundreds of field like this. He won’t learn much if he doesn’t 
know what to learn. Need to do much deeper homework before really identifying study 
topics.). Since I need to manage a team and coordinate with other functions to achieve success 
(what kind of team? And in what scale? Creative fashion designers can take very different 
ways to manage than a group of programmers). Therefore, I am now eager to study in MBA 
program, which can provide me with a marketing focus under a holistic business operation and 
general management framework, rather than a master program in marketing. In addition, An MBA 
program in the united stated can definitely help me to improve my international communication 
skills, which are very important for working in global company and higher position, by 
acquainting myself with diversified life experiences, culture backgrounds and personalities 
(Adcom may advice him to go to Hawaii University instead of Goizueta.). 
 
In the long run, I want to set up my own business at my late thirty (what specific business? Why 
in late 30? Why not in late 40s or 20s?). China is a market full of emerging opportunities where 
individuals can achieve great success by sharp insight, high capability and diligence (So what’s 
his insight currently? Where exactly is the opportunity? In what form? Or in which industry? 
There may be more people fail than those who success in China). Study MBA and live in the 
United States can broaden my views to the greatest extent (why? China is bigger than America), 
which will help me to identify more business opportunities (by how? And why Goizueta?), make 
better judgment on them and enlarge my network in relevant fields as well as make lifelong 
friends with same goals and interests (He can literally move next to campus without a US$100k 
MBA investment). These will be invaluable resources for me to achieve my long-term goal. 
 
I think an MBA program in the Goizueta Business School suits me best because： 
 

• Goizueta Business School is very strong at marketing (what part of it? Actually it lacks 

channel management, data base marketing, product development, which are key 
elements in marketing field.) and it even has a ZYMAN institute for brand science 
(what is this institute special about? It’s definitely not because the name starts with a 
Z). This meets my desire to build my concentration on marketing. 



 

• I am so impressed at Goizueta’s passionate and innovative culture (where and how did 

he find about this? Where did Goizueta demonstrate passionate or innovative 
culture?), which best fit my positive personality and can fully stretch myself (why and 
how does this culture fit in his personality? In what way?). 

 

• The last but not least, Goizueta’s good connection with top companies such as Coca-Cola, 

UPS can provide me with unprecedented opportunities for career transition to industry 
companies (It never says Coca-Cola or UPS will hire him). 

 
I expect my experience with Goizueta Business School will be an unforgettable gift in my 
professional and personal life down the road. 

 
Before we look into the efficiency of this essay, we’ll need to find out the positioning and the 
uniqueness of Goizueta MBA, since we need to understand the program specialty first, then 
we can find out the efficiency of the “fitness” of this essay. (It also depends significantly on 
applicant’s career evolution, while in this circumstance we can assume no particular outside 
force to affect the essay itself.) 
 
Goizueta MBA’s curriculum style is dramatically changed this year and it’s not difficult to 
find the reason due to it changed its Associate Dean recently. The curriculum is now more 
spread-out into 20 concentrations, with quite high efficiency of course usage, but most of 
classes are similar or overlapped in different concentrations. The program somewhat lost 
it’s rigorism that it may become a new concern to attract less competitive students in the 
near future, even though it’s now more welcoming to general studies and diverse majors. 
 
The major strengths are still finance and consulting that more than a half of fresh graduates 
got decent jobs (and relatively high salary) in these two major fields, and the program 
retains the same level of energy on leadership training and activities, while there’re still no 
specific solutions to its constant weakness on supply chain and operation management. The 
absent of these 2 major can draw back the effectiveness of its strengths in finance and 
consulting, while in some situation very significantly. 
 
Now we can take care of business in this essay. Assume this applicant is a “he.” The major 
problems in this essay are lack of specifics, no school fit, and most importantly, lack of the 
“soul” of the applicants personality, no matter on career direction or on enthusiasm. There’s 
one more hint, Goizueta’s essays seemed didn’t limit the length, the applicant could take 
good advantage of this, while in this case the applicant didn’t do so. 

 
-- 
 



This applicant needs to at least show his 4 years work experience value through 
managing a 20-person auto parts trading start-up in Beijing, he successfully 
raised US$600K from foreign-direct venture capitals due to his promising sales 
forecast model, but because he was unfamiliar with financial assumptions and 
lacked practical pricing strategy that set the price too low from market 
expectation, so the products couldn’t bring in enough cash in time and the cash 
flow couldn’t support the payroll of personnel, then even he tried so hard on 
convincing his employees to stand the heat for first half of year, he still couldn’t 
solve the reality problem to retain operation work force.  
 
He then realized not only he needed the correct pricing model and financial 
engineering in cash flow cycle, he also needed to integrate the marketing 
communication and Return on Investment (ROI) into his supply chain model, 
and identify the next potential market with 30 years-old male in Shanghai 
through qualitative market research. While he still need two major skills from 
leadership after those hard skills: the clear goal-setting skills from visionary 
leadership, and also the crisis management leadership under financial burden 
and stick employees together, no matter what. 
 
The Goizueta’s New Venture Financing/Principled Leadership in 
Entrepreneurship electives, Goizueta Marketing Strategy Consultancy, and 
Forecasting in a Digital Age can sharply improve his weakness, and the 
Persuasion and Motivation class in Goizueta PLUS Leadership program can 
significantly help him achieve the team building struggle, while no other school 
offers this particular class in a interactive “outdoor” learning approach. So the 
Goizueta MBA is a perfect fit to help him achieve the entrepreneurial goals in his 
next Shanghai market, where China is full of opportunity in the next decade. 
 


